Evidence for a retinal velocity memory underlying the direction of anticipatory smooth pursuit eye movements
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Murdison TS, Paré-Bingley CA, Blohm G. Evidence for a retinal velocity memory underlying the direction of anticipatory smooth pursuit eye movements. J Neurophysiol 110: 732–747, 2013. First published May 15, 2013; doi:10.1152/jn.00991.2012.—To compute spatially correct smooth pursuit eye movements, the brain uses both retinal motion and extraretinal signals about the eyes and head in space (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). However, when smooth eye movements rely solely on memorized target velocity, such as during anticipatory pursuit, it is unknown if this velocity memory also accounts for extraretinal information, such as head roll and ocular torsion. To answer this question, we used a novel behavioral updating paradigm in which participants pursued a repetitive, spatially constant fixation-gap-ramp stimulus in series of five trials. During the first four trials, participants’ heads were rolled toward one shoulder, inducing ocular counterroll (OCR). With each repetition, participants increased their anticipatory pursuit gain, indicating a robust encoding of velocity memory. On the fifth trial, they rolled their heads to the opposite shoulder before pursuit, also inducing changes in ocular torsion. Consequently, for spatially accurate anticipatory pursuit, the velocity memory had to be updated across changes in head roll and ocular torsion. We tested how the velocity memory accounted for head roll and OCR by observing the effects of changes to these signals on anticipatory trajectories of the memory decoding (fifth) trials. We found that anticipatory pursuit was updated for changes in head roll; however, we observed no evidence of compensation for OCR, representing the absence of ocular torsion signals within the velocity memory. This indicated that the directional component of the memory must be coded retinally and updated to account for changes in head roll, but not OCR.

For visually guided smooth pursuit, it has been established that the retinal target velocity (retinal slip) is the primary driving signal for movement initiation (e.g., Ilg 2008; Ilg and Thier 2008; Krauzlis 2004; Lisberger 2010; Orban de Xivry and Lefèvre 2007). However, because the relative orientations of the eyes and the head change with head-on-shoulder and eye-in-head rotations, it is often the case that the retinal target direction is not spatially equivalent to the eye-in-head movement direction required to minimize that retinal slip; i.e., the retinal velocity vector must be rotated in some way to match the required motor output vector (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). For example, during head roll toward the right shoulder, the eyes counterroll about the gaze direction by a small angle (ocular torsion) toward the left shoulder in a phenomenon known as ocular counterroll (OCR). OCR is depicted in Fig. 1A, which shows the relative alignments of the head-centered (blue dashed lines), retinal (green dashed lines), and spatial (black dashed lines) axes under these conditions. As a result, retinal slip is rotated by the angle of OCR, while the required eye-in-head direction is rotated by the amount of head roll. Therefore, to produce spatially accurate pursuit, integration of retinal and both eye and head orientation signals in a geometrically correct, three-dimensional (3D) transformation is required (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). The geometrical requirement for a 3D transformation of retinal slip signals can also arise during horizontal, vertical, or oblique gaze positions, during horizontal, vertical, or oblique gaze positions, during horizontal, vertical, or oblique gaze positions. This led them to propose that two-dimensional (2D) retinal slip signals undergo a 3D visuomotor velocity transformation under each condition, meaning that the pursuit system uses extraretinal information about eye and head orientations to account for misalignments between the retinal target motion and the required head-centered motor output (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). Here we investigated if the same type of spatially correct transformation exists within the anticipatory pursuit circuitry by determining the reference frame of the velocity memory underlying the direction of anticipatory pursuit.

Memory-driven anticipatory pursuit can be experimentally elicited and analyzed behaviorally (Barnes and Asselman 1991; Barnes et al. 1997, 2000; Barnes and Donelan 1999; Becker and Fuchs 1985; Blohm et al. 2003a, 2003b; Collins and Barnes 2005; Heinen et al. 2005; Knox 1996, 1998; Wells and Barnes 1998). In the present study, participants encoded a
velocity memory used to drive anticipatory pursuit with their heads rolled toward one shoulder (inducing OCR), then used that velocity memory to drive anticipatory pursuit after rolling their heads toward the opposite shoulder. Using a reference frame point of view, we developed theoretical scenarios in which head and eye signals were or were not integrated into the velocity memory at encoding and/or updated prior to decoding. For example, if the velocity memory were coded in a retinal reference frame, only the 2D target trajectory information would be accounted for by the memory, and, to produce spatially accurate anticipatory pursuit after a head roll change, the memory would have to be updated across both head roll and OCR. Thus, by correlating directional anticipatory pursuit errors on memory decoding trials (after the head roll change) with different signals that should be present/absent in different coding schemes, we arrived at three working hypotheses: 1) the velocity memory would not be updated across eye and possibly head orientation changes, showing errors correlated at least with OCR and possibly also with head roll (retinal hypothesis); 2) the velocity memory would be updated across eye orientation changes but not head orientation changes, showing errors correlated with only head roll change (head-centered hypothesis); 3) the velocity memory would be completely updated across both eye and head orientation changes, and no systematic errors would occur on decoding trial anticipatory pursuit (spatial hypothesis).

We report that the velocity memory for anticipatory pursuit is updated across head roll changes, but does not compensate for OCR on encoding trials, satisfying the retinal hypothesis. This indicates that the directional component of the velocity memory does not include any torsional eye-in-head orientation information and must, therefore, be encoded in a retinal reference frame and is updated across head roll. We discuss the implications of this study for other memory- and nonmemory-based visuomotor experiments and make predictions about the neurophysiology underlying anticipatory pursuit.

METHODS

Hypotheses

We elicited memory-driven anticipatory pursuit of a predictable ramp stimulus. We then introduced a change in head roll between the encoding of this memory and its decoding to a motor command to observe the updating of this memory across head and eye orientation changes. Our updating paradigm allowed us to determine the reference frame of velocity memory encoding and decoding by dissociating the effects of head roll and ocular torsion signals at each stage. Figure 1B illustrates the potential rotational influences of each of these signals (circular plots: encoding and decoding head roll signals represented by blue shaded regions and encoding ocular torsion signals represented by green regions) on a theoretical pursuit target moving in the 45° direction on the screen. Depending on in which coordinate frames the velocity memory was encoded and decoded, the target direction, and therefore the anticipatory eye direction, would be rotated by varying amounts as a result of head roll and OCR. For example, if the participant rolls his head by 20° in the counterclockwise (CCW) direction during encoding trials (Fig. 1B, top), this rotates the head-centered axes by that amount relative to the spatial axes (blue in circular plot). In this arbitrary example, the OCR induced by head roll is 5° in the clockwise (CW) direction, meaning that the eyes (and thus the retinal axes) are only rotated by 15° CCW relative to the spatial axes. Thus the target direction in space, that

Fig. 1. Experimental rationale and setup. A: the eyes counterrotate [ocular counterroll (OCR)] during static head roll (HR), creating a misalignment between retinal (green), head-centered (blue), and spatial (black) axes. $\theta_{OCR}$, OCR direction. B: the misalignment between retinal input and head-centered output exists both during encoding of the retinal velocity memory and during decoding of this memory. For a spatially correct transformation, not only must this memory use extraretinal eye and head position signals to account for these misalignments at encoding, but also across HR change prior to decoding. Note that, for an arbitrary HR, the spatial target direction (black text) remains constant, while the head-centered target direction (blue text) and the retinal target direction (green text) are misaligned and change with HR and encoding OCR. The shaded regions of these plots represent the signals across which velocity memory must be updated for spatially accurate anticipatory pursuit. $\theta_{head}$, HR direction. C: trial time course. Participants performed each trial in three stages: fixation (2,000 ms), gap (300 ms), and ramp (500 ms). During the target ramp, participants pursued the target. At the start of each trial sequence, there was a verbal HR instruction (blue vertical), indicating to the participant the shoulder toward which the head should be rolled. Additionally, there were auditory tones (black verticals) 300 ms prior to target onset, at target onset, and 300 ms after target onset to improve anticipation gains (Barnes and Donelan 1999). Tar. pos., target position; HR cmd, HR command.
relative to head-centered axes and that relative to retinal axes, is not equivalent. Figure 1B shows this misalignment of target direction in different reference frames due to head roll and OCR in the encoding circular plot (top) with target directions of 45° in space (black text), 25° relative to the head (blue text), and 30° on the retina (green text). A change in head roll (and OCR) prior to the decoding trial (Fig. 1B, bottom) induces further misalignments in target direction relative to each set of axes, with the target still moving in the 45° direction in space, but in the 80° direction relative to the head and in the 75° direction on the retina. As such, the velocity memory should ideally account for the extraretinal head roll and OCR signals giving rise to these geometrical misalignments at memory encoding and must be updated prior to decoding for spatially accurate anticipatory pursuit.

Barnes and Collins (2008) observed similarities between preceding visually guided pursuit and the current anticipatory response, leading to the hypothesis that this velocity memory is based on the eye velocity (EV) of preceding visually guided pursuit. As the extracocular muscles generating this velocity are head-fixed, this suggests that velocity memory for anticipatory pursuit exists in a head-centered reference frame. In this case, the directions of anticipatory trajectories would be spatially accurate across changes in gaze location, but would have to be updated across changes in head orientation to be spatially accurate.

In contrast, recent evidence has shown that information about head rotations and the resulting VOR movements is used in predictive pursuit during transient target disappearance (Ackerley and Barnes 2011). Additionally, the pursuit system is known to share its eye-in-head position and velocity information with the saccadic system (Blohm et al. 2003a, 2005, 2006; de Brouwer et al. 2001, 2002a, 2002b; Gellman and Carl 1991; Keller et al. 1996; Keller and Johnsen 1990; Orban de Xivry et al. 2006; Ron et al. 1989a, 1989b), suggesting that these signals could also be accessible to the anticipatory pursuit system to be encoded in velocity memory. Therefore, the anticipatory pursuit system could have access to all of the extraretinal signals required for a 3D visuomotor transformation of velocity memory, meaning that a velocity memory could be coded in a spatial frame rather than a head-centered frame and so requires no updating across any extraretinal changes to produce spatially accurate anticipatory pursuit.

Another hypothesis about the reference frame in which the velocity memory for anticipatory pursuit is encoded comes from experiments investigating position memory during visuospatial memory tasks (Fiehler et al. 2010; Henriques et al. 1998). These experimenters found that both for saccades and for reaches, memorized targets are coded in retinal frames, meaning that target location information needs to be updated across changes of gaze locations, as well as head orientations to be spatially accurate (Fiehler et al. 2010; Henriques et al. 1998). In this study, we ask whether velocity memory is coded in 1) a retinal reference frame (requiring updating across eye orientation and head orientation changes); 2) a head-centered reference frame (requiring updating across only head orientation changes); or 3) a spatial reference frame (requiring no updating).

Participants

Seven human participants (aged 20–36 yr, five men) were recruited after informed consent was obtained. Five of those seven participants were naive as to the purpose of the experiment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and did not have any known neurological, oculomotor, or visual disorders. All procedures were approved by the Queen’s University Ethics Committee in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Apparatus

Participants sat in complete darkness 50 cm in front of a 36 cm × 27 cm Dell UltraScan P991 CRT monitor (Dell, Round Rock, TX).

Participants’ heads rested on a chin rest that allowed for head roll in the frontoparallel plane. With their heads in an upright position on the chin rest, the interocular midpoint was aligned to the frontoparallel fixation position on the screen. A red 0.625° dot was displayed on the screen (120-Hz refresh rate) using the ViSiGe Visual Stimulus Generator with VSG Toolbox for Matlab (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK). Movements of both eyes were recorded at 400 Hz using a Chronos head-mounted 3D video eye tracker (Chronos Vision, Berlin, Germany) that was stabilized to the head using a bite bar. Head movements were recorded at 400 Hz using an Optotrak Certus system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) with three infrared diode markers placed on the Chronos helmet. For consistency across camera positions, these helmet markers were calibrated with respect to an external orthonormal axis defined by a set of three orthogonal diodes located either on the wall behind the participant or on the side of the CRT monitor. Screen brightness and contrast settings were adjusted so that participants could not see the edges of the monitor screen in complete darkness, even after 0.5-h dark adaptation.

Procedure

Participants were presented with a series of blocks of trials. A calibration sequence consisting of nine fixation positions (0°, ±5°, and ±10° horizontal and vertical in a grid pattern) was presented on the screen before each session. Participants performed 10 blocks of 50 trials each per session. To avoid dark adaptation across the session, participants rested for a few minutes in between blocks with the lights on. Each participant performed between one and three sessions.

Trials were presented in series of five. The time course showing each trial phase is depicted in Fig. 1C. For each of the first four trials of each series (encoding trials), a red target dot was presented at the center of the screen for 2,000 ms (fixation period). At the start of fixation, participants were verbally instructed to roll their head toward either their left or right shoulder (blue vertical line in Fig. 1C). The initial head roll direction was randomly chosen at the start of each block. After this fixation period, the target dot was extinguished for 300 ms (gap period) and then reappeared, moving from the center at a constant velocity (26.9°/s) in a randomly chosen direction between 1° and 360° for 500 ms (ramp period), then was extinguished. The target ramp direction was kept constant for each series of trials, and participants were informed of this prior to the experiment. During each trial, auditory tones (gray vertical lines, Fig. 1C) indicated to the participant 300 ms before the gap period began and the starts of the gap and ramp periods with the aim of decreasing pursuit latencies (Barnes and Donelan 1999). The trial ended when the target disappeared. Participants were instructed to fixate and pursue the target with their head rolled in the instructed direction and were instructed to maintain approximately the same head roll angle for the first four trials in each series (with no return to upright head roll position between trials).

On the fifth (decoding) trial in each series, participants repeated this exact same protocol, but were instructed to roll their head toward the opposite shoulder during fixation and prior to pursuit. As depicted in Fig. 1A, this change in head roll direction also induced changes in oculor torsion by OCR, thus requiring that velocity memory be updated across these changes for spatially correct anticipatory pursuit. Participants were free to move their head to any chosen eccentricity during encoding and decoding trials, with the resulting variability in the data allowing us to perform regression analyses of the oculor torsion data. A schematic of the experiment in Fig. 1B shows the misalignments between retinal (green), head-centered (blue), and spatial axes (black) arising from head roll (blue shading) and OCR (green shading), which should be accounted for at both encoding and decoding of velocity memory for spatially correct anticipatory pursuit. Directional errors made during the anticipatory pursuit period on this decoding trial showed the extent to which the velocity memory was updated across head roll and oculor torsion changes, thus revealing
details about coding of the pursuit velocity memory and the transformation for anticipatory pursuit (see RESULTS).

**Analysis**

3D head orientation was computed offline as the difference (using quaternion rotation) between a reference upright position measured at the start of each experimental session and head positions throughout the trials. Participants were instructed to begin the first block of each experimental session with an upright head position before responding to the first verbal head roll instruction.

The 3D eye-in-head position was extracted, horizontal and vertical eye positions calibrated, ocular torsion computed, and saccades detected using the same techniques as those used by Blohm and Lefèvre (2010). Briefly, the 3D eye-in-head position was extracted after each session from the saved images of the eyes using the Iris software (Chronos Vision). This was done using a calibration sequence with the head upright (on the chin rest) for horizontal and vertical eye position, and the eyeball parameters required for the algorithm to extract ocular torsion were determined with the head upright at the start of each block (prior to the first head roll instruction) (Moore et al. 1996).

Ocular torsion was computed using the cross-correlation between iris segments across images (Schreiber and Haslwanter 2004). Eye-in-head position was low-pass filtered (autoregressive forward-backward filter, cutoff frequency = 25 Hz) and differentiat ted twice (weighted, central difference algorithm, width = 5 ms). Saccades were detected using a threshold of 500°/s², as previously done (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). Smooth pursuit onset was detected with a velocity backward interpolation technique (Badler and Heinen 2006; Blohm and Lefèvre 2010; Carl and Gellman 1987; Krauzlis and Miles 1996). Using an EV threshold of 2 × SD of fixation velocity (maintained over a 30-ms window), we regressed velocity over a 100-ms period following the crossing of this threshold and extrapolated backward to find the velocity intercept time. This time represented the onset of the eye movement. The time window during which pursuit onset was considered anticipatory began at the start of the gap period and ended 75 ms after the ramp onset. We defined the eye movement direction as the direction of the eyes sampled at the end of this 75-ms time window for decoding anticipatory trials (trial 5). The 75-ms delay conservatively accounted for visual processing delays after ramp onset, which is estimated to be ~100 ms (e.g., Lisberger 2010). We also further accounted for any potential visually guided pursuit that might have occurred 75 ms after target onset by performing each of our analyses using a decoding trial eye direction sampled 50 ms after target onset and obtained qualitatively identical results. For each trial, the head roll measurement was obtained at the end of each trial, and OCR was determined from eye position data at the moment of pursuit onset.

We recorded a total of 5,450 trials from seven participants. Trials containing low onset eye velocities that we assumed to be a result of memory encoding and memory decoding trials. We did this by first finding all fifth trials that had anticipatory pursuit onset latencies (see above), then by finding corresponding valid fourth trials. If no valid fourth trial could be found, valid third trials were used instead (6.5% of trial pairs), for a total of 566 encoding-decoding trial pairs. Each participant had from 24 to 210 encoding-decoding trial pairs. For our head-centered updating analysis, we isolated the updating effects by removing outlier trial pairs during which participants exhibited observed head-centered updating angles (U_H) outside the 95% confidence interval (CI) determined by linear regression analysis between change in head roll and observed U_H (for each participant), leaving a total of 510 trial pairs for this analysis.

**Detailed regression analysis.** To capture the extent to which velocity memory was updated between encoding and decoding trials, we needed to use a parameter that could be directly compared with the change in head roll and to the encoding OCR. The change in eye-in-head direction between encoding and decoding trials captured this effect. If the memory were coded according to the spatial hypothesis (i.e., if all head and eye orientation signals were accounted for by the velocity memory), then this head-centered eye direction change would be directly proportional to head roll and OCR changes. However, if the memory were not coded in a spatial reference frame (i.e., if head or eye orientation signals were not accounted for by the velocity memory), the head-centered eye direction change would not be proportional to the head roll and/or OCR changes. We computed the observed head-centered velocity memory updating (U_H), under the assumption that the encoding eye direction was spatially accurate [i.e., that encoding eye-in-head direction is equal to the encoding target direction in head-centered coordinates (\( \theta_{TH,enc} \))]. This assumption was supported by the correlation coefficient between the two parameters on encoding trials across all participants (n = 510 trials, r = 0.74, P < 0.0001), and it was made to eliminate variability in our dataset unrelated to the updating of anticipatory trajectory:

\[
U_H = \theta_{EH,dec} - \theta_{TH,enc} \tag{1}
\]

where \( \theta_{EH,dec} \) is the decoding eye-in-head direction.

The \( \theta_{TH,enc} \) was determined by rotating the displayed spatial target direction by head roll. The \( \theta_{EH,dec} \) was directly measured using the head-mounted eye tracker. The \( U_H \) could be compared with both the required head updating angle (i.e., the angle between decoding head position and encoding head position) and the required ocular torsion compensation (i.e., the angle of encoding OCR) by way of linear regression. Because the head-centered target direction is simply the retinal target direction rotated by the angle of OCR, \( \theta_{TH,enc} \) expands (Eq. 3), enabling us to separately analyze head roll and OCR effects (Eq. 2):

\[
U_H = \theta_{EH,dec} - (\theta_{TR,enc} + \theta_{OCR,enc}) \tag{2}
\]

with

\[
\theta_{TH,enc} = \theta_{TR,enc} + \theta_{OCR,enc} \tag{3}
\]

where the subscript R represents retinal coordinates, and \( \theta_{OCR} \) represents the ocular torsion angle (°). \( \theta_{TR,enc} \) is encoding target direction in retinal-centered coordinates; and \( \theta_{OCR,enc} \) is encoding ocular torsion angle.

With \( \Delta H = \theta_{EH,dec} - \theta_{TH,enc} \), we obtain our regression equation:

\[
U_H = \beta_1 \Delta H - \beta_2 \Theta_{OCR,enc} \tag{4}
\]

where \( \theta_{EH,dec} \) and \( \theta_{TH,enc} \) represent decoding and encoding head roll angles, and and \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) represent the updating gains for head roll change and encoding OCR, respectively. Note that there was no intercept in this regression model.

In our regression analyses, we compared Eqs. 1 and 4 to determine the amount of head roll (\( \beta_1 \)) and ocular torsion (\( \beta_2 \)) for which velocity memory was updated.
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Therefore, if the velocity memory were updated across changes in both head roll and encoding OCR, the regression gains ($\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$) between the required updating and actual updating would be equal to 1, meaning the memory was in a spatial frame (or in a perfectly updated retinal frame). Conversely, if the velocity memory were not updated, the correlation gains would be equal to 0, meaning the memory was in either retinal or head-centered frame, depending on the presence of OCR compensation.

Because the gain corresponding to OCR updating was not significant in our multiple regression analysis (see RESULTS), we also performed simple regression analyses for each participant across only head roll, based on the regression model in Eq. 5:

$$ U_{hi} = \alpha \Delta H $$

where $\alpha$ represents the simple regression slope corresponding to updating across change in head roll.

To allow us to perform regression analyses on our encoding-decoding trial data (which were initially bimodal), we sign-normalized several parameters based on the encoding head roll direction. By convention, all encoding head rolls originally in the negative CW direction became positive. As a result, all encoding trials had positive head roll values, while all decoding trials (after a switch in head roll direction) had negative head roll values. Accordingly, ocular torsion values changed sign with head roll measurements. Finally, we recomputed the head-centered eye and target directions for these trials by rotating their velocities across the vertical axis (i.e., sign-normalized velocity direction = $180^\circ -$ original velocity direction). Additionally, because we sign-normalized our data, any intercept values found in regular regression analyses were not representative of our data. This is simply demonstrated by the proportional nature of the OCR response: when there is no roll from an upright head orientation, there should be no OCR, by definition. Thus there should be no intercept in a model of its response. Similarly, updating should be proportional to the amount of updating required. When the head roll angle does not change between trials, there should be no updating of velocity memory, by definition. We, therefore, forced the regression fits through the origin. As such, regular regression analysis tests, including using $r$ values to address goodness of fit, were not appropriate for our analyses because the least squares variance was often larger than that of the regression variables. Instead, to address the significance of the slopes, we estimated their 95% CIs, and to address goodness of fit we computed each fit’s root mean squared error (RMSE). Additionally, to investigate the validity of our zero-intercept regression model findings, we performed a robust version of our stepwise multiple regression analysis with a free intercept parameter.

Because vertical and horizontal pursuit movements have been found to exhibit differing dynamics (Rottach et al. 1996), we also tested for these effects on our regression results. We did this by binning trial pairs into four $90^\circ$ bins about the vertical and horizontal axes on the screen (two bins for either vertical or horizontal encoding trial head-centered target directions with edges at 45°, 135°, 270°, and 315°) and repeating our regression analyses. For each target direction bin, regression analysis of the binned data yielded results qualitatively similar to those of the full dataset, indicating that target direction had little to no effect on our results.

**OCR compensation analysis.** To confirm our updating analysis results, we performed an additional OCR compensation analysis comparing the OCR compensation on encoding and decoding trials to the predicted amounts (assuming an updating of velocity memory for head roll change). Because accurate pursuit during encoding and decoding trials would be required to compensate for the same (encoding) OCR angle, we could use regression analyses to compare these trials to observe the updating of the velocity memory across OCR changes. For both encoding and decoding trials, the required OCR compensation was the opposite (negative) of the angle of OCR. For encoding trials, the observed OCR compensation was the angle between the measured head-centered eye direction ($\theta_{EH, enc}$) and the computed retinal target direction ($\theta_{TR, enc}$). For decoding trials, the observed compensation was the angle between the measured eye-in-head direction ($\theta_{EH, dec}$) and head-centered target direction ($\theta_{HT, dec}$), rotated by encoding OCR ($\delta_{OCR, enc}$), such that a regression slope of 1 would indicate perfect OCR compensation, and a slope of 0 would indicate no compensation.

Because the observed OCR compensation data were widespread (encoding SD = $23.1^\circ$; decoding SD = $38.1^\circ$) compared with the predicted OCR compensation (measured encoding OCR SD = $2.14^\circ$), we utilized robust regression method with a bi-squares weighting function (instead of a standard least squares regression model), which minimized the impact of outliers to our regression fit by weighting them less (for review, see Ronchetti 1997).

**Statistical tests.** We used one-way ANOVAs to compare trial means between series and paired $t$-tests to compare trials within the same series, while we used unpaired $t$-tests for significance testing of our regression results. We used Bartlett’s test for equal variance (for comparing trial variances between series) and $F$-tests of variance (for comparing trials within the same series) to compare variances.

**RESULTS**

**Quantification of Experimental Measures: Typical Trial Series**

Figure 2 presents data from an entire typical decoding trial and from the onset of the gap period until trial end for its accompanying encoding (first four) trials (participant 4, block B, trials 31–35). Figure 2A shows the evolutions of head roll and OCR (top row; black and light blue traces and axes, respectively), eye-in-head position (pos.; middle row), and eye-in-head velocity (vel.; bottom row) as the trials in this series occurred. This participant exhibited a consistent head roll angle throughout trials 31–34 and a typical head roll movement on trial 35; in general, participants maintained their head roll angle for the first four trials and rolled their heads smoothly from one shoulder to the other soon after the verbal instruction at the start of the fifth trial. Additionally, OCR remained constant throughout the first four trials of the series, before changing direction along with head roll at the start of the fifth trial, as was also typically the case among participants.

The **middle and lower rows** of Fig. 2A present the eye and target positions and velocities, respectively, over the same trial series. In these plots, the thicker lines represent eye tracking data, and the thin lines show target data (after ramp onset at 2.3 s). The dashed lines represent the horizontal component in the frontoparallel plane (h), whereas the solid lines represent the vertical component (v) and for the velocity traces the thickest, colored lines represent the magnitude of their combined vectors $| \mathbf{h} + \mathbf{v} | = (h^2 + v^2)^{1/2}$. Note that in the position row, we omitted the combined position vectors. The gray shaded regions represent the time window during which pursuit was considered anticipatory (see METHODS). Evidenced by the large deviations of eye position and velocity from zero during the head roll change on trial 35, participants’ eye-in-head position changed to maintain fixation (see zero EV after head roll change). The onset of pursuit movements (including both visually guided and anticipatory movements, as determined using the algorithm described in METHODS) is shown by the color-coded arrows below each velocity trace.

Figure 2B shows the velocity magnitude traces for each trial in the series (trials 31–35). For each trial, pursuit onset (in-
including both anticipatory and visually guided movements) is represented by the color-matched vertical arrows, and bold portions of the traces represent removed saccades (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). Overlaying the velocity magnitude traces from all five trials and examining the pursuit onset in each (color-matched arrows below traces) reveals a gradual decrease in pursuit onset latency, as expected with repeated target exposures. Inspection of this series of trials reveals the general trend of building anticipation from the first trial (gray) to the fourth trial (purple), with an increase in latency from the fourth to the fifth trial (red).

Figure 2: Typical trial series. A: typical trial series (participant 4, block B, trials 31–35) HR, OCR, eye position (pos.), and eye velocity (EV; vel.) traces from the onset of the gap period (–0.3 s) and from trial start (–2.3 s) until the trial end for trials 31–34 and trial 35, respectively. Note that we labeled trial timing relative to target onset. **Top row:** spatial HR and OCR, showing consistent HR (black) and OCR (light blue) throughout the first four trials (trials 31–34), and a smooth HR transition from clockwise (CW) (negative) to counterclockwise (CCW) (positive) direction with a corresponding rotation of OCR in the opposite direction on the fifth trial (trial 35). **Middle row:** eye-in-head position for trials 31–35. The dashed lines represent the horizontal component in the frontoparallel plane (h), whereas the solid lines represent the vertical component (v). Note that we omitted the combined position vectors. On the fifth trial of the series (trial 35), we see a change in eye-in-head position due to HR while fixating the target (note that the eye tracker was head-mounted). This plot also shows target position data (thin lines) obeying the same plotting conventions as eye position. For trial 35, target data are plotted only after the ramp onset for clarity (even though the target was present at 0° until the gap period onset at −0.3 s). Finally, ramp onset is represented by the vertical dashed black lines, and the gray shaded regions represent the time window during which pursuit was considered anticipatory (see METHODS). **Bottom row:** eye-in-head velocity plots (same conventions as position traces) and target velocity information (thin lines, same conventions as position traces). The thickest colored lines represent the magnitude of their combined vectors $[h + v = (h^2 + v^2)^{1/2}]$. Pursuit onsets (vertical color-matched arrows beneath each velocity plot) are also shown (see METHODS for detection protocol). Similarly to what we observed in the eye position trace on trial 35, the EV trace shows eye-in-head movements associated with rolling the head while maintaining target fixation. **B:** typical, color-coded EV traces for trials 31–35 (from gap onset to trial end) merged onto one plot, showing trial-by-trial pursuit onsets (vertical color-matched arrows). Removed saccades across which we interpolated velocity (see METHODS for saccade detection and removal protocol) are represented by thick portions of each trace. Note that trials 32–34 each ended in a saccade (see A, bottom row traces), leaving us with no endpoint for velocity interpolation after removal of saccades (thus the velocity traces for these trials terminate early). **C:** spatial plot showing corresponding spatial target direction (solid light blue line), the memorized target direction predicted by a retinal velocity memory, which has been updated across HR changes but not encoding OCR (light blue dashed line; see METHODS), the memorized target direction predicted by a head-centered velocity memory, which has been updated across encoding OCR but not HR changes (light blue dotted line; see METHODS), and decoding spatial anticipatory (red circles) and visually guided (black circles) pursuit velocity for fifth trial (trial 35). The space between each velocity point represents 0.005 s. HR for encoding (gray dashed line) and decoding (gray solid line) trials are also shown. The EV trace for this trial is shown for 210 ms following pursuit onset to maximize visibility of the anticipatory portion of the EV trace.
instructed) from encoding HR (slope is plotted against encoding HR. Linear regression analysis revealed that decoding HR magnitude was, on average, 9% greater and in the opposite direction (as

measurement from those of the preceding trials within the same trial series and examined the resulting distributions, shown here for the differences between

central panel.

Quantification of Experimental Measures: OCR and Head Roll

Before analyzing anticipatory eye velocities for directional errors caused by ocular torsion and/or head roll, we wanted to ensure that our paradigm consistently induced both OCR and anticipatory pursuit (Fig. 3). To determine the average amount of OCR induced by head roll, we performed simple linear regressions between sign-normalized (see METHODS) head roll and OCR during paired encoding (purple) and decoding (red) trials. Note that we discarded any trials for which the head position was not stationary at the moment of pursuit onset. Data plotted in Fig. 3A shows the extent of this OCR compensation. The slope of these regressions revealed that OCR compensated for 16% of head roll (gain of −0.16) during encoding trials \( n = 565 \) trials; 95% CI: \((-0.17, -0.15);\)

\[
\text{RMSE} = 2.77° \text{ and } 6\% \text{ of HR (slope } \text{ during decoding trials } \text{ (black, filled), and } \text{ trials } 3 \text{ and } 4 \text{ (red). C: trial-by-trial OCR variability analysis. We subtracted each HR and OCR measurement from those of the preceding trials within the same trial series and examined the resulting distributions, shown here for the differences between trials 2 and 3 (black, filled) because those between trials 4 and 5 were comparatively large (typically } > 30°\text{) and were unimportant for an analysis of the variability of HR from trials 1–4. E: pursuit cumulative latency distributions revealing gradual decrease in median pursuit latency from trials 2–4, excluding the first and fifth trials. The gray shaded region represents the window from gap onset to 75 ms after target onset for which any pursuit was considered anticipatory (see METHODS). Median latencies for each trial number were thus anticipatory, as elicited by our task design. F: effects of eye speed on eye direction. Here, we compare the component of the eye velocities parallel to the target (i.e., the spatially correct component; \( \angle \) velocity component, ordinate) across all valid trials to examine the effect of eye speed on directional accuracy. The distributions of each trial’s parallel and perpendicular velocity are summarized by the color-matched histograms and corresponding quartiles along the outer edges of the central panel. The data in this panel follow the same color scheme as in E. Note that the trials within the black circle (radius 1°/s) were excluded from our updating analyses (see METHODS).}
RMSE = 2.77°) and 6% of head roll (gain of −0.06) during decoding trials \( n = 565 \) trials; 95% CI: (−0.07, −0.05); RMSE = 2.84°. The reason for this difference in OCR magnitude between encoding and decoding trials is unclear, but may be related to the stabilization of OCR across each series of trials, an effect which has been observed over prolonged periods (>10 s) of static roll-tilt in humans (Hamasaki et al. 2005). Individual differences in the OCR response occurred across participants during encoding trials in terms of mean magnitude \( F(6) = 5.47, P < 10^{-5}, \) corresponding to gains from −0.25 to −0.12. The variance of the OCR response was also different across participants \( \chi^2(6) = 69.85, P < 10^{-12}. \) During decoding trials, we observed no significant individual differences in mean OCR magnitude \( F(6) = 1.97, P = 0.07, \) corresponding to gains from −0.12 to −0.05, but found different variances of the OCR response between participants \( \chi^2(6) = 73.58, P < 10^{-11}. \) This highly variable interparticipant OCR response is consistent with previous evidence (Diamond et al. 1979). We also found no significant overall change in variance of OCR magnitude from encoding trials to decoding trials \( F(6,6) = 1.15, P = 0.87. \)

We performed a regression analysis between consecutive (paired) encoding and decoding trials’ head rolls (Fig. 3B). The slope of this regression revealed that participants rolled their heads ∼9% more (in the opposite direction, corresponding to a gain of −1.09) on decoding trials than on encoding trials for any given encoding-decoding trial pair [mean encoding head roll magnitudes from 18.9° to 33.9°, mean decoding head roll magnitudes from −37.8° to −20.2°, corresponding to gains from −1.12 to −0.94; \( n = 510 \) trial pairs; RMSE = 6.49°; 95% CI: (−1.11, −1.07)]. There was unequal interparticipant head roll variability on both encoding and decoding trials [encoding: \( \chi^2(6) = 62.23, P < 10^{-10}; \) decoding: \( \chi^2(6) = 56.80, P < 10^{-9}; \) and there were interparticipant differences in mean head roll magnitude for both groups of trials [encoding: \( F(6) = 57.96, P < 10^{-10}; \) decoding: \( F(6) = 132.86, P < 10^{-10}. \) This interparticipant head roll variability was expected as participants were free to roll their head as they preferred. This variability in the data allowed us to reliably characterize head roll tendencies using regression analysis. We found no significant overall change in head roll variability from encoding trials to decoding trials \( F(6,6) = 0.60, P = 0.54. \)

Before using head roll and OCR signals to make any determinations about the reference frame of the encoded velocity memory, we wanted to see how consistent head roll and OCR were while the memory was being coded throughout each trial series. If these signals were being coded within a velocity memory, their reliabilities during encoding might influence our ability to detect them upon decoding. On the other hand, the consistency of head roll and OCR on encoding trials might be irrelevant, as the brain could presumably use the visually guided portion of the pursuit movement to store velocity information, or they might already be included in the memory itself. Regardless, with our assumption that the third trials of each series could be used as the encoding trial paired with fifth trials (in cases for which the fourth trials were invalid, see METHODS), it was important that head roll and OCR were constant between trials 3 and 4.

We subtracted each head roll and OCR measurement from those of the preceding trials within the same trial series and examined the resulting distributions, shown as histograms in Fig. 3, C and D. Figure 3C shows the results of this analysis for the differences in measured OCR angles between trials 1 and 2 (green), between trials 2 and 3 (cyan), between trials 3 and 4 (black, filled), and between trials 4 and 5 (red). A group-level comparison of these distributions revealed that OCR was not constant throughout the first two trials of each series [for trials 1 and 2: mean = −0.60°, SD = 1.83°, \( t(6) = −4.35, P < 0.01, \) although the distribution was clustered near zero. However, we found no significant difference in OCR between trials 2 and 3 [for trials 2 and 3: mean = −0.47°, SD = 2.15°, \( t(6) = −1.34, P = 0.23 \) or between trials 3 and 4 [for trials 3 and 4: mean = −0.01°, SD = 2.14°, \( t(6) = −1.37, P = 0.22, \) supporting our decision to use either the fourth or third trial as the encoding trial in subsequent analyses. Despite the apparent progressive narrowing of each distribution, group-level comparisons of the variance of each distribution revealed that there was also no significant change in the variance from trials 1–4 [trials 1 and 2 compared with trials 2 and 3 distributions: \( F(6,6) = 0.40, P = 0.29; \) comparing trial 2 and 3 compared with trial 3 and 4 distributions: \( F(6,6) = 1.09, P = 0.92. \) Qualitatively, the changes in OCR became smaller with each trial, as depicted by the progressively decreasing absolute means of each distribution. Also, differences in OCR induced by the change in head roll from trial 4 to 5 were consistently in the positive direction (as expected) and deviated from those seen between the other trials of the series, as evidenced by minimal overlap between the distributions [for trial 5 to 4: mean = 6.22°, SD = 3.19°, \( t(6) = 17.4, P < 10^{-5}; \) comparing trial 4 to 3 and trial 5 to 4 distributions: \( t(12) = 16.2, P < 10^{-8}. \) Similarly, Fig. 3D shows the deviations in head roll angles throughout each trial series. Here, we only depict changes between trials 1 and 2 (green), 2 and 3 (cyan), and 3 and 4 (black, filled) because those between trials 4 and 5 were comparatively large (typically >30°) and were unimportant for determining head roll constancy across trials 1–4. Head roll was relatively consistent throughout the first four trials of each series, as evidenced by distributions close to zero; however, the means of these distributions were slightly negative [for trials 1 and 2: mean = −0.65°, SD = 1.00°, \( t(6) = −2.72, P < 0.05; \) for trials 2 and 3: mean = −0.46°, SD = 0.72°, \( t(6) = −2.72, P < 0.05; \) and for trials 3 and 4: mean = −0.37°, SD = 0.69°, \( t(6) = −2.78, P < 0.05, \) the slightly negative skew of the distributions indicates any changes in how head roll were typically small decreases in roll magnitude from trial to trial. Also, despite the apparent progressive narrowing of the histograms, we detected no significant change in variability between any of the encoding trials [trial 1 and 2 compared with trial 2 and 3 distributions: \( F(6,6) = 3.35, P = 0.17; \) trial 2 and 3 compared with trial 3 and 4 distributions: \( F(6,6) = 1.75, P = 0.51. \) Quantification of Experimental Measures: Anticipatory Response

Overall, participants’ anticipatory responses followed an expected “build-up” trend within each trial series. Figure 3E shows the cumulative distribution across all participants and all trial sets for each trial’s pursuit onset latency and its relation to the predefined, shaded anticipatory pursuit time window (see METHODS). In Fig. 3E, this increasing anticipatory trend between trials 2 and 4 can be seen in the leftward shift of their
cumulative plots; participants increasingly anticipated the target velocity with repeated exposures, in agreement with previous experiments (Knox 1996, 1998; Wells and Barnes 1998). Increased anticipation was not apparent between the first and second trials of each trial series; in fact, pursuit onset latencies increased from trial 1 (trial 1 median latency = 1.01 ms) to 2 [trial 2 median latency = 6.07 ms; t(1.507) = 2.01, P < 0.05]. This was likely because first trials’ eye movements were often anticipatory for the previous trial series’ target direction. Thus a new target direction had to be learned for the rest of the trial series (trials 2–5), resulting in latencies that were longer than those of the first trial of each series. Pursuit latencies decreased from trial 2 to 3 [trial 3 median latency = −11.77 ms; t(1.710) = 2.15, P < 0.05] and from trial 3 to 4 [trial 4 median latency = −16.60 ms; t(1.748) = 1.99, P < 0.05]. On the fifth trial, latencies were slightly longer than on the fourth trial [trial 5 median latency = −5.82 ms; t(1.598) = −3.95, P < 10−4], which might be attributed to the increase of uncertainty about target motion after head roll change, but also may be partially explained by our pursuit onset detection algorithm. Because we based the detection of pursuit onset on the deviation of the eye-in-head velocity from the baseline variability of fixation velocity (see METHODS), this threshold was higher (and thus was reached later) on trials with a change in head roll (i.e., the first trials of each block and decoding trials) due to changes in eye-in-head position required to maintain fixation. However, group-level comparisons of each participant’s average pursuit onset latencies revealed no significant changes in pursuit latency as the trials progressed (with 12 degrees of freedom, all P values > 0.05), but there was a significant decrease in latencies between trials 1 and 4 [t(12) = 2.68, P < 0.05]. In general, our task elicited anticipatory pursuit on a large percentage of trials, as shown by the large proportion of each curve lying within the anticipatory time window (see Fig. 3E).

Quantification of Experimental Measures: Effects of Eye Speed on Pursuit Direction Variability

One aspect of the data that we have yet to consider is how the magnitude of the EV, or eye speed, affected the variability of eye direction. Importantly, if the speed of the eyes influenced the variability of their direction, then attributing any changes in eye direction between encoding and decoding to head roll changes and/or OCR would be problematic. In Fig. 3F, we compare the component of the eye velocities parallel to the target (i.e., the spatially correct component; || velocity component, abscissa) to that which is perpendicular (i.e., the error component; ⊥ velocity component, ordinate) across all valid (i.e., including both anticipatory and visually guided pursuit) trials to examine the effect of eye speed on directional accuracy. Note that the trials within the black circle (radius 1°/s) were excluded from our updating analyses (see METHODS). We see that the distribution of velocities for first trials (gray points and histograms) is dispersed relative to its second (green), third (cyan), fourth (purple), and fifth (red) trial counterparts. This finding is expected, as during our experiment participants often exhibited anticipatory pursuit related to the previous trial series on the first trial of the each series (which was in a randomly selected, different direction).

The quartiles for the velocity distributions on trials 2–4 (color-matched ticks adjacent to histograms) reveal that the parallel velocity component typically became larger as each series progressed from trial 2 to 3 [trial 2 median = 5.58°/s and trial 3 median = 5.88°/s, F(1,701) = 4.38, P < 0.05] but not from trial 3 to 4 [trial 4 median = 5.81°/s, F(1,739) = 0.01, P = 0.91]. On trial 5, the parallel velocity component typically decreased [trial 5 median = 3.84°/s, F(1,591) = 62.1, P < 0.01]. Contrastingly, we found no significant change in both the means and variances of the perpendicular components from trial 2 through 5 [mean comparisons: trials 2 and 3 F(1,701) = 0.04, P = 0.83; trials 3 and 4 F(1,739) = 0.02, P = 0.89; trials 4 and 5 F(1,591) = 2.43, P = 0.12; variance comparison: χ2(3) = 2.89, P = 0.41].

As an additional measure of the effects of eye speed on eye direction, we repeated each of our main analyses with trials exhibiting either above- or below-median decoding trial eye speeds, and obtained qualitatively identical results compared with those of the full dataset.

Anticipatory Directional Error Analysis

As a first step in our main analyses, we quantified any directional errors that occurred during velocity memory-driven anticipatory decoding trials by comparing their accuracy to those of their encoding trial counterparts. To directly compare directional accuracy between each trial series, we performed a regression analysis of eye direction in spatial coordinates against target direction in spatial coordinates. If updating errors occurred as a result of change in head roll or OCR, then compared with encoding trials this analysis should reveal an increase in directional errors on decoding trials.

Figure 4A shows the distributions of eye direction compared with target direction for paired encoding (purple) and decoding (red) trials. For clarity, the data were binned (10° width) according to the spatial target direction, and within each bin we computed the average spatial target direction and average spatial eye direction, represented by the solid, color-matched lines. Plotted perpendicular to the line of unity are the spatial error histograms for encoding (purple) and decoding trials (red). While both regressions had slopes close to unity (1.02 for encoding and 0.97 for decoding), anticipatory decoding trials displayed a significant increase in the variability of pursuit direction [F(562,564) = 0.34, P < 10−10], i.e., on average, pursuit during both trials is spatially accurate, but there is an increase in error variability that occurs upon decoding this velocity memory. When comparing participant-by-participant spatial error means, we did not detect a significant change in error means [t(12) = −0.55, P = 0.60] or in error variance [F(6,6) = 0.93, P = 0.93].

We then determined whether the increase in error variability from encoding to decoding trials was consistent for each participant. In Figure 4B, we plotted each participant’s mean error for each trial pair (error bars represent SD). The mean error remained the same from encoding to decoding for all participants, except one [participant 2, marked with “*”], t(80) = 2.03, P < 0.05. However, we found an increase in anticipatory directional variability for four of seven participants (points marked with “**”), F-statistics between 0.11 and 0.46, each participant’s degrees of freedom > 37 and each P < 0.01, except participant 6, P < 0.05). Since these data include both CW and CCW head roll directions, it could be that the added variability is a result of the combination of two popu-
lations of anticipatory trajectory directions resulting from a systematic updating error related to the direction of head roll. Alternatively, this increase in error variability could have simply been due to added uncertainty in the movement plan as a result of the change in head roll direction.

To determine the source of added variability, we separated the data depending on head roll direction, either CW or CCW (by convention CW was negative). We then computed the compensation error for each trial by subtracting the spatial target direction from the measured spatial eye direction (such that complete updating across head roll and OCR would result in a compensation error value of 0 and an undercompensation across head roll, and OCR would result in a compensation error value with a sign opposite to the sign of the head roll direction). We plotted these distributions for encoding (Fig. 4C) and decoding trials (Fig. 4D) and for each head roll direction (color shading is CW and black outline is CCW). The compensation error distribution means across all participants and trial pairs for CW and CCW trials (arrowheads in Fig. 4D) did not differ significantly from each other for encoding trials \( t(12) = 1.01, P = 0.33, \text{mean}_{\text{CW}} = 0.71^\circ \) and \( \text{mean}_{\text{CCW}} = -4.79^\circ \), but did differ on decoding trials \( t(12) = 2.63, P < 0.05, \text{mean}_{\text{CW}} = 6.09^\circ \) and \( \text{mean}_{\text{CCW}} = -7.53^\circ \). The direction-specific significant difference between the means of the decoding trial distributions hints at a systematic error related to changes in head roll and/or OCR. The observation that the signs of decoding trial compensation error distribution means correspond to the opposite of the head roll direction (i.e., that the actual compensation direction was opposite the required direction) suggests that there was either an incomplete updating (undercompensation) across head roll changes, an overcompensation for encoding OCR, or both. While the differences in the eye direction distributions could be due to a systematic error related to head roll direction, we also observed an increase in eye direction variability from encoding to decoding trials for CCW-CW head roll pairs \( F(6,6) = 0.15, P < 0.05 \), and a nearly significant increase for CW-CCW head roll pairs \( F(6,6) = 0.18, P = 0.06 \), which might contribute to the differences in decoding trials (Fig. 4D), although the reason for this increase in variability is unclear.

To this point, we have shown that, not only did our paradigm consistently induce OCR, but also it consistently elicited anticipatory pursuit. Our analyses have also suggested that participants’ change in head roll (and OCR) between encoding of velocity memory and its decoding for anticipatory pursuit on fifth trials contributed to systematic errors related to updating the velocity memory across these changes. In the following sections, we will examine the contributions of the head roll change and the encoding OCR to these errors in more detail.

**Fig. 4.** Spatial accuracy of encoding and decoding trials. A: spatial eye direction plotted against spatial target direction, for encoding (purple) and decoding (red), with *inset* error histogram perpendicular to the unity line. For clarity, average eye direction is plotted against average target direction over 10° bins as a solid, color-matched line. On average, we observed spatially accurate pursuit during encoding and decoding trials (both slopes close to 1) but an increase in direction variability on decoding trials \( F(5,62,564) = 0.34, P < 10^{-10} \). B: individual participant and overall mean errors. Asterisk (*) indicates a significant increase in error variance (\( F \)-test, \( P < 0.01 \)) from encoding trials to decoding trials (participants 2, 3, 5, and 6), while the dagger (†) indicates a significantly different mean error (paired \( t \)-test, \( P < 0.05 \)) between encoding and decoding trials (participant 2 only). Each participant had from 24 to 210 encoding-decoding trial pairs. C: encoding trial HR-separating compensation error histograms. CW HR trials are plotted in color, while CCW HR trials are plotted as black outlines. Color-matched text represents corresponding mean compensation error and SD, and arrowheads represent the mean compensation error. D: like in C, the decoding trial HR separated compensation error histograms are plotted. Plotting conventions are identical to C.
Updating Analyses

Our experimental paradigm allowed us to determine the reference frame of velocity encoding and decoding by dissociating the effects of head roll and ocular torsion signals at each stage. Spatially accurate anticipatory pursuit requires that the velocity memory compensates for the extraretinal signals, causing these geometrical misalignments at encoding, and that the memory be updated prior to decoding. As such, we found the amount of compensation that occurred between memory encoding and decoding for changes in head roll and for encoding OCR, respectively. We did this by determining the observed updating and comparing to the required amounts for head roll changes and for encoding OCR in the following sections. Note that we did not test the effect of decoding OCR on anticipatory pursuit, as ocular torsion signals do not affect horizontal and vertical motor commands, but only influence retinal input, which is absent during the anticipatory responses. Using the amounts of head and eye orientation changes for which the velocity memory was updated, we could delineate the memory’s reference frame, as described hereafter.

Accounting for head roll changes and encoding OCR. We performed stepwise multiple regression analyses for each participant to determine the amount of updating across head roll changes and encoding OCR. First we computed the multiple regression gains associated with updating velocity memory for both change in head roll and encoding OCR (see Eq. 4 in METHODS). A full updating of velocity memory across extraretinal head and eye changes would correspond to the memory being coded in spatial coordinates (spatial hypothesis; all signals are accounted for during the updating). However, insignificant updating across either parameter would suggest that the memory was coded in either head-centered or retinal coordinates (depending on the presence of OCR compensation).

Figure 5 shows each participant’s head roll ($\beta_h$) updating gains for our multiple regression analysis (black boxes; error bars represent 95% confidence intervals). Also shown are the predicted gains corresponding to if the anticipatory velocity was encoded in spatial coordinates (dashed horizontal), or if the velocity memory was decoded in either retinal or head-centered coordinates (dotted horizontal). Across all participants and trial pairs, this multiple regression analysis (see Eq. 4 in METHODS) revealed that, on average, the velocity memory was updated for 81% of head roll change, but not significantly updated for encoding OCR [$n = 510$ trial pairs, model RMSE = 27.6°, $P < 0.0001$; head roll: gain $= 0.81$, 95% CI: (0.72, 0.89); OCR: gain $= -0.88$, 95% CI: ($-1.85$, 0.10)]. Group-level analyses on these multiple regression fits revealed that head roll gains ($\beta_h$) were both significantly different from zero [$t(6) = 8.44$, $P < 0.001$] and not significantly different from one [$t(6) = -2.28$, $P = 0.06$]. In contrast, OCR gains ($\beta_o$) were not significantly different from zero [$t(6) = -0.23$, $P = 0.83$]. Note that we do not show the updating gains for OCR ($\beta_o$) in Fig. 5.

Because OCR gains were not significant, we removed the OCR parameter from the model and then performed a simple regression analysis in which we compared the observed head-centered updating ($U_{hl}$) with only the change in head roll angle (see Eq. 5 in METHODS). This is a requirement of stepwise regression procedure, because adding a variable to a regression model (regardless of significance) always changes the regression results of significant dependent variables. We show the resulting simple regression analysis gains in Fig. 5 (light blue boxes; error bars represent each 95% CI). This regression analysis revealed that, on average, the velocity memory was updated for 87% of head roll change (corresponding to a gain of 0.87, 95% CI: (0.83, 0.92), $P < 0.0001$]. Group-level analysis revealed that participants’ head roll gains ($\alpha$) were not only significant [$t(6) = 14.00$, $P < 10^{-5}$] but also smaller than one [$t(6) = -3.12$, $P < 0.05$], possibly indicating that the brain might not fully account for changes in head orientation when updating velocity memory. We also performed a robust version of our stepwise multiple regression analysis with a free intercept parameter. Group-level analysis revealed results which were qualitatively similar to our main regression analysis, with a final, significant head roll gain of 1.06 [SE = 0.11; $t(6) = 4.47$, $P < 0.01$], which was not significantly different from 1 [$t(6) = 0.29$, $P = 0.98$]. Using this analysis, we found no significant effect of OCR [$t(6) = -0.136$, $P = 0.897$], no significant interaction effects [$t(6) = -0.082$, $P = 0.937$], and no significant intercept value [$t(6) = 1.47$, $P = 0.192$]. Thus the findings of our regression analyses suggest that velocity memory was only updated for head roll changes, and this updating might have been incomplete. Also, because we could not detect any updating for an OCR signal, these results suggest that this velocity memory is encoded retinally. To confirm if a retinally encoded (and not head-centered) velocity memory does in fact drive anticipatory pursuit, we next investigated the influence of encoding OCR on anticipatory decoding trial trajectories in greater detail.

Detailed analysis of OCR compensation. For the retinal hypothesis to hold true, anticipatory errors should fit its predictions. If a velocity memory were encoded without an OCR signal, anticipatory trajectories on decoding trials after changes in head roll and OCR should contain systematic directional errors proportional to the OCR present at memory encoding (but not proportional to head roll). To more closely examine the error added by encoding OCR on a trial-by-trial basis, we computed the anticipatory direction prediction with updating of a retinal velocity memory across head roll changes (i.e., the encoding retinal target projection rotated by head roll change).
and compared it to the true anticipatory eye trajectories. Figure 2C shows a typical decoding trial (participant 4, block B, trial 35) anticipatory EV (red circles), spatial target velocity (solid light blue line), and this retinal prediction rotated by head roll (dashed light blue line). Note that the space between each EV sample represents 5 ms, and this plot shows EV for the first 210 ms after pursuit onset. Qualitative inspection of this trial suggests that EV is biased in the direction of the retinal prediction for target direction during anticipatory pursuit and corrected toward being spatially accurate during visually guided smooth pursuit (black circles).

We compared this required OCR compensation to the amount of OCR for which the brain compensated for paired trials and for additional subsets of encoding trials to test if eye velocities satisfied the requirements of the hypothesis for a retinal velocity memory updated only with head roll. The hypothesis predicts that, under constant head roll and OCR, encoding trial pursuit, whether visually guided or anticipatory, should be spatially accurate, showing compensation for OCR (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). This is true for anticipatory encoding trials because there is no explicit requirement for participants to use an OCR signal during these trials to achieve spatially accurate movements; when maintaining a constant head roll (i.e., no rotations of the retinal projection due to changes in OCR), the pursuit system can essentially learn the eye-in-head direction required to match the constant retinal input prior to its appearance. In contrast, on decoding trials following those encoding trials (after the head roll change), there should be no compensation for encoding OCR, as the retinal hypothesis predicts that there should be no eye-in-head orientation information encoded to memory. The results of a robust regression fit (see METHODS) for encoding anticipatory (second, third, and fourth) trials indicates that OCR was accounted for by anticipatory encoding trial trajectories, as expected (n = 2,157 trials, slope = 1.00, RMSE = 21.7°, P < 10\(^{-25}\)).

After quantifying the compensation for OCR in anticipatory encoding trials, we examined how this compensation changed across head roll changes by performing this regression analysis for pairs of encoding and decoding trials. In Fig. 6, we show the predicted and actual OCR compensation data (gray points), the locations of the average data bins (colored boxes and error bars), the results of these regression analyses, and their comparisons to the line of unity (dashed black lines). Similar to the anticipatory encoding case, encoding trials composed of both anticipatory and visually guided pursuit showed significant OCR compensation (Fig. 6A, purple line; n = 525 paired trials, slope = 1.08, RMSE = 22.6°, P < 0.05). When we performed this fit using the paired decoding anticipatory trials (Fig. 6B, red lines), we found no significant compensation for encoding OCR (n = 525 paired trials, slope = −0.18, RMSE = 29.0°, P = 0.76), indicating that the decoding anticipatory pursuit velocity did not account for encoding OCR. Finally, a simple linear regression analysis confirmed that the lack of OCR compensation could not be attributed to effects of head roll change (all participants P > 0.05).

Therefore, decoding trials showed no evidence of compensation for OCR. In summary, our results show that the velocity memory for anticipatory pursuit is updated across head roll changes, and that the eye’s torsional component is not a part of this velocity memory, implying that the directional component of the memory is encoded in retinal coordinates.

**DISCUSSION**

We tested 1) in which reference frame the velocity direction memory for anticipatory pursuit was coded; and 2) whether the velocity memory was updated accurately across changes in head roll and ocular torsion. To do this, we made specific predictions about the required spatial compensation across changes in head roll and ocular torsion and computed the amount of updating for each using anticipatory pursuit movements. We found that anticipatory pursuit accounted for changes in head roll, but not for encoded ocular torsion. This implies that velocity memory could not have been coded in a head-centered or spatial frame of reference, because these possibilities would require complete compensation for ocular torsion (since the extraocular muscles are head-fixed and control the 3D eye-in-head position). Rather, the velocity memory was in a retinal reference frame, as there was no information about the torsional eye-in-head position encoded in the velocity memory. Consequently, when computing the anticipatory command, the pursuit system relied on a velocity memory that...
lacked the necessary torsional eye position signals for a spatially correct transformation. We, therefore, propose that the brain integrated a 2D retinally encoded velocity memory with past and current 3D sensory information about the head in space to produce an anticipatory pursuit command.

Our finding that velocity memory for anticipatory pursuit is coded in a retinal frame disagrees with the idea that velocity memory could be encoded using an efference copy of the pursuit motor command, or coded in a head-centered frame (Barnes and Asselman 1991; Barnes and Collins 2008). This idea was based on studies in which observed anticipatory pursuit velocities were indistinguishable from those during visually guided pursuit (Barnes and Asselman 1991; Barnes and Collins 2008). Also, our results indicate that velocity memory is updated across head roll changes using a current estimate of head roll and a vestibular memory of encoding head roll, contrary to a head-free anticipatory pursuit model proposed by Ackerley and Barnes (2011), which only accounts for real-time head (and eye) geometry. This previous work, however, did not distinguish between the encoding and decoding of velocity memory as we did here using head and eye position changes. If the encoded memory were an efference copy of the motor command, it would be coded in head-centered coordinates, because the extraocular muscles are head-fixed. Thus an OCR signal would be encoded within this memory (as ocular torsion is also controlled by the extraocular muscles), resulting in a full compensation for encoding OCR during the decoding trials of our paradigm (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). Because we found that anticipatory pursuit does not compensate for encoding OCR, we propose that velocity memory is encoded using retinal information rather than motor planning information.

Another consideration that may reconcile our findings with those of previous work (Barnes and Asselman 1991; Barnes and Collins 2008) is the fact that these previous experiments were designed to investigate the storage of speed information for anticipatory pursuit, whereas we only investigated the storage of direction information for anticipatory smooth pursuit. Importantly, there is some evidence that the mechanisms underlying each are dissociated. Kowler (1989) found that participants could voluntarily change the direction of anticipatory pursuit movements in response to a cue, and Jarrett and Barnes (2001) found that participants could change the direction of anticipatory pursuit movements (by 180°) while maintaining target-dependent speed scaling, without having previously observed the new motion direction. Presumably, it might be beneficial for the brain to store speed information in a head-centered reference frame, as theorized by efference copy models (Ackerley and Barnes 2011; Barnes and Asselman 1991; Barnes and Collins 2008), rather than in a retinal frame. This is because the speed of the target on the retina is not constant after the initiation of pursuit movements, therefore requiring that an ongoing estimate of VE be used to reconstruct the required eye-in-head direction. Contrastingly, the retinal direction is constant during pursuit movements to ramp targets, allowing for this aspect of velocity memory to be stored using only retinal information.

Combined with previous work (Balliet and Nakayama 1978; Curthoys et al. 1991; Dieterich and Brandt 1993; Fiehler et al. 2010; Goonetilleke et al. 2008; Haustein and Mittelstaedt 1990; Henriques et al. 1998; Nakayama and Balliet 1977; Pavlou et al. 2003; Poljac et al. 2005; Wade and Curthoys 1997; Zink et al. 1998), our findings raise questions about the exact role of retinal representations in visuospatial memory and perception. Not only have the positions of remembered targets been shown to be encoded in a retinal reference frame (Fiehler et al. 2010; Henriques et al. 1998), but also subjective postural and visual judgments have been shown to be biased by the direction of the retinal stimulus projection (Balliet and Nakayama 1978; Curthoys et al. 1991; Dieterich and Brandt 1993; Haustein and Mittelstaedt 1990; Nakayama and Balliet 1977; Zink et al. 1998) as have the perception of stimuli orientations (Goonetilleke et al. 2008; Pavlou et al. 2003; Poljac et al. 2005; Wade and Curthoys 1997), suggesting that retinal signals could also be the primary basis for perceptual judgments. However, why a retinal representation would be used for these tasks rather than, for example, a spatial representation (which would provide consistent spatial target information across any postural changes) is unclear. One possibility could be that a retinal representation is coded at a higher fidelity than a representation that had to be transformed from a retinal frame to a spatial frame under conditions of head roll (Burns et al. 2010). The brain might use the less variable retinal representation, as the brain has been shown to weigh reliable sensory signals more heavily than variable ones during reference frame transformations (Burns et al. 2010), but the true reason for basing visuospatial memories and perceptual decisions on retinal representations remains to be investigated.

**Hypothetical Underlying Neurophysiology**

These findings lead us to posit that sensory signals coded within a memory store to drive anticipatory pursuit do not undergo a spatially accurate visuomotor transformation at any point during the production of the motor command. Instead, there was only an updating of this memory across changes in head roll (and not across changes in OCR). Thus the neural mechanisms underlying the encoding, updating, and decoding of velocity memory for anticipatory pursuit are presumably distinct from those underlying the 3D visuomotor transformation for visually guided pursuit (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). Our findings indicate that the neural circuitry involved would have to maintain persistent activities representing retinal velocity and head roll between pursuit movements. Blohm and Lefèvre (2010) recently hypothesized that neurons in the medial superior temporal (MST) area possess the ideal connectivity and activation characteristics to compute the velocity transformation for visual pursuit; however, not only has this area been shown to encode in suparetinal coordinates, i.e., head-centered or spatially/world-centered (Fujisawa et al. 2011; Inaba et al. 2007, 2011), but also there is no evidence of MST having persistent activity during prestimulus delay periods in anticipatory pursuit tasks (Kurkin et al. 2011; Shichinho et al. 2009). These limitations make MST an unlikely location for the velocity memory encoding and updating for anticipatory pursuit.

To resolve this issue, there are at least two possible hypothetical solutions: 1) either that MST does not perform the transformation from retinal to head-centered pursuit coordinates, and rather the transformation occurs in a structure downstream of MST in the pursuit circuitry (e.g., superior colliculus, brain stem, or cerebellum); or 2) that a distinct
neural pathway executes the transformation of signals for visually driven vs. anticipatory pursuit.

In support of the first hypothesis, many studies have pointed to the cerebellum because of its involvement in motor learning and in predictive pursuit tasks (Cerminara et al. 2009; Kettner et al. 1997; Medina and Lisberger 2008, 2009; Suh et al. 1997, 2000). Cerebellum has the ability to encode and decode the timing and target trajectories for predictive pursuit (Cerminara et al. 2009; Kettner et al. 1997; Medina and Lisberger 2008, 2009; Suh et al. 1997, 2000), and partial ablation of the cerebellum cause deficits in smooth pursuit and VOR adaptation (Rambold et al. 2002). To our knowledge, no electrophysiological evidence for retinal neuronal reference frames exists in cerebellar neurons, therefore making it unclear whether cerebellum could encode and maintain a retinal velocity memory. There is, however, evidence from cerebellum that inertial signals can be incorporated from vestibular afferents into motor plans (Shaikh et al. 2004; Yakusheva et al. 2007), potentially supporting an updating of a velocity memory across head roll changes.

In support of the second hypothesis, one possibility is that there exist two parallel projections within the pursuit circuitry to the brain stem, one originating from MST and the other from the frontal eye field (FEF) (Nuding et al. 2008). Nuding et al. (2008) suggested that the MST pathway serves as the basic circuit for maintaining an ongoing pursuit movement, while an FEF pathway is responsible for the dynamic gain control of pursuit (Nuding et al. 2008; Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002a, 2002b). FEF is also thought to be involved in predicting the trajectories of moving visual targets (Barborica and Ferrera 2003, 2004; Fukushima et al. 2002; Xiao et al. 2007) and anticipatory pursuit, as lesioning of FEF results in its impairment (MacAvoy et al. 1991). Interconnected with FEF is the supplementary eye field (SEF) (Huerta and Kaas 1990; Schall et al. 1993), which is also thought to be heavily involved in generating anticipatory pursuit movements (de Hemptinne et al. 2008; Fukushima et al. 2004; Heinen et al. 1995; Heinen and Liu 1997). Given various representations of reference frames in SEF (Heinen and Liu 1997; Martinez-Trujillo et al. 2004; Olson and Gettner 1999; Russo and Bruce 1996; Tehovnik et al. 1998), the activities of SEF and FEF during both visually guided and anticipatory pursuit (Bruce and Goldberg 1985; de Hemptinne et al. 2008; Fukushima et al. 2002, 2004; Gottlieb et al. 1994; Heinen et al. 1995; Heinen and Liu 1997), their coding of head orientation signals (Fukushima et al. 2004; Fukushima et al. 2000; Gottlieb et al. 1993; Gottlieb et al. 1994; MacAvoy et al. 1991; Tanaka and Lisberger 2002a, 2002b), and close proximity in the pursuit circuitry (Mausell and van Essen 1983), these findings lend credence to the idea that a separate pathway including SEF and FEF could be responsible for the coding of velocity memory and the transformation of anticipatory pursuit signals (Barnes and Collins 2008; de Hemptinne et al. 2008; Heinen and Liu 1997; Missal and Heinen 2004; Russo and Bruce 1996; Shichinohe et al. 2009; Stanton et al. 2005), while area MST could compute the velocity transformation for visually guided pursuit, as previously suggested (Blohm and Lefèvre 2010). Although we provide two hypotheses here, it remains to be seen what true neurophysiological mechanisms underlie the generation of anticipatory pursuit based on a retinal velocity memory that is updated for head roll changes.

Implications

If confirmed that velocity memories in the brain are retinal and thus spatially inaccurate, then this study has implications for any study using velocity memories for perception, motor planning, or decision-making (e.g., motion extrapolation, anticipatory pursuit, occluded pursuit, time-to-contact, etc.). This is because knowledge of the coordinate frame in which the neural representations in these tasks are coded could account for experimental findings and allow experimenters to make valuable behavioral and neurophysiological predictions. This study reveals that the neural transformation underlying the execution of memory-driven anticipatory pursuit movements can produce imperfect results compared with its online, visually guided counterpart. It remains to be seen if this difference in accuracy for movements based on memory and those based on current sensory input can be extended to other forms of predictive movements.
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